TO THE LIBRARIAN

I recommend the following book for purchase by the library. The book is very relevant to the work in our department. Please consider this book for purchase at the earliest opportunity.

**Title:** *Pasteurellaceae: Biology, Genomics and Molecular Aspects*
**Edited by:** Peter Kuhnert and Henrik Christensen
**Publisher:** Caister Academic Press
**Book:** 978-1-904455-34-9. **Ebook:** 978-1-913652-12-8, £199, $250

Available worldwide from:

* Caister Academic Press https://www.caister.com/order or from all good book shops and library suppliers

Name: ...................................................................................
Department: ...........................................................................
Signature: ..............................................................................

**CURRENT BOOKS OF INTEREST:**

- [VF](#) *Veterinary Vaccines: Current Innovations and Future Trends*

- [VF](#) *Climate Change and Microbial Ecology: Current Research and Future Trends (Second Edition)*

- [VF](#) *Alphaherpesviruses: Molecular Biology, Host Interactions and Control*

- [VF](#) *Legionellosis Diagnosis and Control in the Genomic Era*

- [VF](#) *Bacterial Viruses: Exploitation for Biocontrol and Therapeutics*

- [VF](#) *Microbial Biofilms: Current Research and Practical Implications*

- [VF](#) *Astrobiology: Current, Evolving and Emerging Perspectives*

Full details at www.caister.com